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SECURITY:
HEALTH 2
FLAMMABILITY 1
REACTIVITY 0
PERSONAL PROTECTION X
X = See SDS
0 = Insignificant
1 = Slight
2 = Moderate
3 = High
4 = Extreme

NOTE:
The data presented herein is based on 
experiments and information believed 
reliable. However, we can make no 
guarantee on performance of, or 
results obtained through the use of 
the product herein described owing to 
varying conditions in laboratories and 
plants over which we have no control. 
Neither can any guarantee be given 
that the products or uses outlined will 
not infringe any existing patents.
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APPLICATION  DILUTION
Instant Traction    1:1         
Routine Cleaning  1:30

PACKAGING  CODE
4 x 3.78 L (4 x 1 US Gal)     2412277001  

FOR A MORE COMPLETE CLEAN, CONTACT US!

DESCRIPTION:
TF700 Instant Traction Floor Conditioner advanced chemistry provides a one-step slip resistance enhancing treatment and cleaner in the same 
product. TF700 can be used on all types of flooring, including vinyl tile, sheet flooring, terrazzo, marble, quarry tile, blue stone, Mexican tile, ceramic 
tile, concrete, granite and sealed wood. At a higher recommended concentration, a single application of TF700 creates a micro-profile on any type of 
flooring, significantly increasing slip resistance characteristics. When used at lower concentrations, TF700 can be used to effectively clean all types 
of flooring in restaurants, cafeterias, food courts, restrooms, and entrances and walkways, while maintaining positive slip resistance characteristics. 
TF700 can be applied with either a mop or automatic scrubber and will not cause a build-up with routine use. Field use has produced an average 
increase in slip resistance of 0.1 SCOF (Static Coefficient of Friction) per application. TF700 helps any type of floor meet or exceed the slip resistance 
recommendations of the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI) and American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI).

USE DIRECTION:
TO INSTANTLY INCREASE SLIP RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS: Dilute 128 oz (3.78 L) of TF700 Instant Traction Floor Conditioner per gallon 
(3.78 L) of clean water (1:1). Apply the diluted solution using a mop and wringer bucket or plastic watering can, making sure to thoroughly and 
uniformly wet out the area to be treated. Work in manageable size areas to avoid the solution drying out. Allow the solution to stand and work for 
approximately 10-15 minutes. Remove the solution with a wet/dry vacuum, autoscrubber or mop and wringer bucket. Lightly damp mop the treated 
area with a solution of neutral cleaner or clean water. 
FOR ROUTINE CLEANING: Dilute 4 oz (120 ml) of TF700 per gallon (3.78 L) of clean water (1:30). Apply the diluted solution with either an autoscrubber 
or by damp mopping using a mop and wringer system. In order to avoid redepositing soils when damp mopping, a two bucket system should be used 
(one contains the solution, the other, the soiled water). Allow the floor to dry.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Active Ingredients  Synthetic and Alkaline Detergents, Slip Resistant Additive
pH   6.0 – 7.0
Slip Resistance (ASTM)  >0.6 SCOF (Static Coefficient of Friction)
Ammonia       <4%
Alkali   None
Acid   None
Phosphates     None
Abrasives    None
Colour   Blue
Odour  Green Apple
Solubility in Water  Complete
Freeze/Thaw Stability  3 cycles
Shelf Life  1 year minimum at room temperature
Flash Point      >200 °F (93.3 °C)
Weight per US Gallon (3.78 L) 8.5 lb (3,86 kg)
Biodegradable   Yes
Soil Suspension  Excellent
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